Impacting factors for recovery of erectile function within 1 year following robotic-assisted laparoscopic radical prostatectomy.
Neurovascular bundle preservation generally results in good postoperative sexual function after radical prostatectomy. However, erectile function (EF) after radical prostatectomy is still a significant concern. The same surgical technique often results in different EF outcomes. We evaluated factors that correlate with recovery of EF within 1 year after robotic-assisted laparoscopic radical prostatectomy (RALP). From January 2008 to May 2009, 145 consecutive patients underwent RALP by one surgeon. Patients were followed postoperatively at 3-month intervals and assessed for EF recovery, defined as an erection sufficient for penetrative intercourse with satisfaction. Baseline demographics, medical comorbidities, degree of nerve sparing, and perioperative and postoperative variables were recorded. Univariate and multivariate analyses were used to determine factors associated with EF recovery. Postoperative sexual outcomes were attained prospectively via our erectile state questionnaire. Complete follow-up EF data were available on 89 men. Within 1-year follow-up, 56 men (62.9%) recovered EF and 33 men (37.1%) did not. In univariate logistic regression analysis, race (black), diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, and clinical T2 carcinoma of the prostate were associated with diminished EF. Higher-preoperative Sexual Health Inventory for Men score and incremental nerve sparing (enhanced lateral prostatic fascia sparing) were associated with higher odds of recovering potency. In multivariate analysis, hyperlipidemia was primary comorbidity associated with diminished EF, and bilateral nerve sparing with a minimum unilateral-enhanced status was the impacting factor for EF recovery within 1 year after surgery. Bilateral nerve preservation with a minimum unilateral-enhanced status is associated with improved recovery of EF, and hyperlipidemia is a significant negative predictive factor of postoperative EF recovery within 1 year following RALP. Therefore, it is important to control hyperlipidemia as well as to use the proper surgical technique in maximizing EF recovery within 1 year after radical prostatectomy.